Collection Request Name: DORP Assessment Collection (FY20)

Description of Change: This collection now requires all records to be reported with a day value. All records must have a value reported in element, Test Day of the Month (FA212). A new fatal error, FA.0024 has been added to catch invalid or missing test dates. Any test submitted with a prior year test date will continue to be excluded.

Planned Availability Date: 11/21/2019

Version Number: 2

Updated Version Requires:
- Starting a new/restarting the current collection of data? Yes
- Running a new prepare of the collected data? Yes
- Replacing any data already submitted to ODE with a new submission? No

“Updated Version Requires” Additional Information: All districts should re-collect and resubmit using this version.

Known Issues Resolved: None.

New or Updated Level 1 Validation:

Added a new Fatal Error, FA.0024 The test date is invalid.

New or updated reports: Missing Report-DRP Growth Assessment Collection FY20

After a prepare of your collection, the test date column on the missing report will be populated for all records having an FA Status value = 'Fatal'.
